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Microvita Workshops and Seminars...A success story !
(Hong-Kong Sector)
The first round of MV Seminars were conducted in Taiwan
and Singapore in the month
April 2006 by Bro. Bhaktaviirya
and they were a great success
from all perspectives. More
than 30 margiis attended seminars in Taipei which continued
over 4 consecutive evenings. It
was a remarkable show of
stamina for the trainer as well
as participants.
Brother Vijay did a wonderful
job of interpreting - very difficult
-because Bro. Bhaktaviirya had
trouble expressing the abstract
ideas of MV in English. Translating into Chinese is doubly
difficult. But all margiis seemed
to enjoy the challenge.
The topics covered in the seminars are listed below. All presentations were accompanied by
informative PowerPoint slides.

suggesting mechanisms that
hint at elements of microvita
theory. This session introduced modern theories of the
origin of life and how they
connect to MV theory.
2) MV and Brahmacakra
Some suggested that Brahmacakra (BC) philosophy was
now outmoded and to be replaced by MV science. This
session focused at the relationship between MV and BC.
The conclusion was that BC is
alive and well!
3) MV, health and society
MV theory also has implications for personal and social
health. It even has implications for economics.
4) MV and Tantra

1) MV and the origin of life

MV brings many elements of
traditional Tantra into the
mainstream and introduces a
science of mind.

In trying to understand the origin of life, some scientists are

5) MV and future of science
MV theory has big implications

for the future of western science as it is currently practiced. In particular the dogma
of monistic materialism is
challenged. Nevertheless the
essential empirical components of western science remain.
Furthermore the Taiwanese
margiis have a wonderful
sense of hospitality so the
trainer felt very comfortable
and at home the whole time
he was there.
A one day seminar was conducted in Singapore again
with 30 margiis and this time
four WTs were also present.
English language was used
here, so what took 10 hours to
cover in Taipei took 5 hours in
Singapore.
As it was mentioned to the
margiis in both places, it is
believed that the East and SE
Asian countries are in the best
position to progress MV science.
(…on Page 2)

Neo-ethics of Multilateral Salvation ….Shrii P.R. Sarkar
Until now scientists were under the impression that no structure can come into being without carbonic fundaments; that is, the survival, multiplication and decaying of any structure is not possible without carbonic locus standii. Carbons and non-carbons both get
their atomic structure from Microvita. Microvitum requires space in theory, but not in the realm of physicality. A carbonic framework
requires space both in theory and practice. Microvitum is not of carbonic origin.
Let us consider the case of the structure of a carbon atom. An atom has a nucleus around which electrons revolve. The weight of
an atom is decided by the mass of its nucleus. The difference between two atoms is mainly one of nuclear difference. In this respect, the mass of the satellites is of little importance. If the nucleus of an atom is split up, tremendous energy or calories will
surely be released.
It is true that every protozoic structure is based on carbon atoms. A single Microvitum is insufficient to form one carbon atom, but
when billions of microvita get solidified, a carbon atom is formed -- generally or naturally of heterogeneous nature, and under
special circumstances of homogenous nature. Singularity or plurality of atoms constitutes one molecule and many molecules
acquire the status of an element, either elements of homogenous nature -- hydrogen, carbon, helium, etc. -- or elements of
heterogeneous nature -- hydrogen monoxide, hydrogen peroxide, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, etc. An atom may be
internally of both homogenous and heterogeneous character and also externally of both homogenous and heterogeneous
character.
(...Continued on page 4)
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Seminars...A success story !
That is because they sit on the boundary between the strongest objective scientific culture in the world (ie USA) and the
strongest spiritual culture in the world i.e. the Indian sub-continent. MV science will require a synthesis of both cultural
approaches.
He also spoke at the university in Taiwan to a group of 15 graduate students and lecturers about MV and philosophy of
science. This meeting was made possible through the good work of Bro. Subodh.
Some margiis, expressing a particular interest in participating in future MV activities, signed up at the end. Bro. Raja from
Singapore has been participating in MV discussion since long back. Surely many others will join later.
(--MRI)
Manila Sector… Microvita Seminar, Singapore, 16 April 2006
On the 16th of April twenty five margiis from Singapore had the opportunity to attend a microvita seminar conducted by
brother Bhaktaviirya from Australia. Some even took the trouble to travel all the way from Malaysia.
The seminar was well received by all. We found it interesting as the speaker related microvita to scientific discoveries
and theories. He also related the topic to different systems of life, health, mind, economy, education and environment.
The presentation was very informative, attractive, eye-catching and educative. The audience was amazed by the presentation that showed how extensive microvita are as they touch every sphere of life.
An interest was expressed to bring Bhaktaviirya to our regional conference in Malaysia in December to give a similar
program where 400 people are expected to attend.
(Maniisha)

Re: [MRIEurope] MV seminars in Taipei and Singapore
Namaskar, Dada,
Very inspiring news. well done. great to see your talent and skills being utilizied.
interesting idea you have about synthesis of east and west. i hope we can all do that in the end.
in Him, cna
Berlin Sector:
Namaskar all,
at our regional Easter conference in Madhu Karuna, we also had a 4 1/2 hour Microvita seminar, attended by 30-35 Margiis. The classes were followed by interesting discussions, touching everybody's concerns. Starting point was the 6th
chapter of "MV in a nutshell" (Neo-Ethics and Multilateral Salvation). From there we considered the influence of Devayoniis and Pretayoniis on people's mind in history as well as in individual experiences. Additionally, we focused on the
scientific background with special reference to quantum physics.
Brotherly in HIS love
Manohar
======
PS: “ ... the East and SE Asian countries are in the best position to progress MV science. That is because they sit on the
boundary between the strongest objective scientific culture in the world (i.e. USA) and the strongest spiritual culture in
the world i.e. the Indian sub-continent.”
But - if this would be true in all parts of the planet, Europeans should just sit down and wait …?
Baba
Namaskar to everyone,
Congratulations for making such a wonderful newsletter. Hoping to see more in the future. I just want to express to everyone that I am truly grateful for all those who arranged the seminar in Denmark Master Unit last December. It gave me
a lot of inspiration and also to others who attended.
And to tell the truth, it was the first time in my whole llife that i could sit for hours in a lecture which normally I could not.
That means only one thing, the topics were good and interesting and they were given professionally.
in His love always,
Didi Ananda Krpa
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Conference on Science and Consciousness… A Report by Dr. Pashupati , USA
On April 21-26 I was privileged to attend the 8th annual Conference on Science and Consciousness in Santa Fe, New Mexico. A
wonderful event, full of conscious people including psychologists, therapists, psychics, artists, and even a few MD’s and DO’s. The
attraction for me, in addition to the topic material, was Dan Millman, a gymnast, martial artist and spiritual coach who wrote “Way
of the Peaceful Warrior” twenty-five years ago, and spoke at my son’s graduation ceremony at Berkeley in 1998. Dan’s approach
was simple: Do what you feel, and keep it out of the realm of intellect. Accordingly, we did physical exercises to learn the ways of
balance, softness and hardness in conflict situations. We learned about the paradox of living in the Here-and-Now, when in reality
there is no such thing as Now, since all is in the blend between the present and future; and there is no such thing as Here, since
we all are actually non-local beings.
Along this line, the experimental studies of William A. Teller, Ph.D. were markedly significant. A 35-year experienced meditator, he
left his position as Materials Science Professor at Stanford University in order to pursue and prove the hypothesis that there is no
objective reality, and that the mere observation of events and the intent to do so, makes the events themselves change correspondingly. He made many experiments in parallel with P.R. Sarkar’s microvita theory, among them:
Four experienced meditators imprinted an electronic circuit board with the intent to raise the pH of water by 1 unit (a ten-fold decrease in the concentration of hydrogen ions). The board was taken to another city, placed near a beaker of water, and lo and behold, over a period of hours, the pH did indeed gradually rise by almost exactly 1 pH unit. The experiment was repeated with the
intent of lowering the pH by 1 unit (a ten-fold increase in hydrogen ion concentration), and lo and behold, there was a corresponding gradual decrease to 1 full pH unit below baseline. This change did not occur with a control sample.
A specimen of alkaline phosphatase, a liver enzyme, was found to have a 15-25% increase in activity (p<.001) when placed in an
environment conditioned by an intention-imprinted electronic device (IIED).
Fruit fly larvae were similarly influenced to speed their development by 25% (p<.001) when exposed to the field of another IIED.
The space in which the experiment took place made a difference, and he found cyclic variations in water temperature and pH,
which occurred only in a room that had been “conditioned” by an IIED. This effect translated to similar cyclic variations in water
temperature and pH in a similarly conditioned lab over 100 feet away, and these variations did not occur in an unconditioned lab.
When a large quartz crystal was placed in the area, the temperature variations changed markedly, depending on the orientation of
the crystal.
These effects were found to be somewhat dependent on the enthusiasm of the experimenter.
Conditioned spaces tended to maintain their properties over a long period of time.
After doing these and other experiments, Dr. Tiller postulated an alternate space-time continuum, in which there were
wave/particles which he labeled “deltrons”, which communicate between our ordinary space and the space of subtle energy. Accordingly, he prefers using an 8-dimensional model of the universe rather than the 4-dimensional model currently in vogue (length,
width, breadth and time). In the space of subtle energy, deltrons are not limited to the speed of light. Nor are they limited to our
space-time considerations. Experiments with labs 6000 miles apart, yielded results showing “entanglement” of effects in both labs,
which would not occur if ordinary geometry and quantum mechanics were the only operating principles. Deltrons are said to embody units of intelligence and intention, and can be modified and channeled by a human with a developed biofield.
Another of his principles is MASS Û ENERGY Û CONSCIOUSNESS.
He devised an equation joining the forces of the concrete reference frame and the forces of the subtle reference frame, as vectors
summed up as sides of a triangle forming a hypotenuse. Hence, using Pythagoras’ theorem,
QR2 = QRx2 + QRy2
Where Q is the resultant vector, R is the descriptor for the reference frame, x is the frame of ordinary reality, and y is the frame of
subtle energy.
This whole approach is very similar to P.R. Sarkar’s description of Microvita, as unit particles of consciousness and idea, which
can be positive or negative, and where the chemical formula for water can be written as H2O + (10,000 MV+).
Dr. Tiller has many publications and several books, including “Conscious Acts of Creation” and “Some Science Adventures with
Real Magic.” He can be accessed via www.tillerfoundation.com and is very enthusiastic about sharing his knowledge and experience. More on this subject is available in the movie “What the Bleep Do We Know”, in which Dr. Tiller also appears.
One of Dr. Tiller’s helpers at the conference was Stanley Jungleib, an inventor in the field of computer music recording and playbaback. He described and photographed photo-luminescent orbs similar to the “luminous bodies” described by P.R. Sarkar. The photography could only be done by a camera similarly charged by an intention imprinted by a local intuitive. Similar photographs using
non-charged cameras yielded no pictures of similar orbs. A non-flash video captured the orbs passing through solid objects, using
non-linear motion, and showing flocking behavior. He can be reached at stanley@jungleib.com.
Continued on page 7...
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Neo-ethics of Multilateral Salvation ….( from page 1)
Similar is the case with a molecule. But it is internally more of heterogeneous character and externally more of homogenous
wonts. So an atom stands with its unitary glamour according to its internal homogeneity or internal heterogeneity.
Hydrogen, sulphur and oxygen collectively form sulphuric acid. When these combine under certain temperatures and in particular
barometric conditions and in specified proportions, we get the result. If one of these conditional factors varies, the result will also
vary.
When there are no carbon atoms, protoplasmic structures cannot be formed. Protoplasmic cells are molecular ones of heterogeneous nature. If the nuclei of protoplasmic cells are split up, they release innumerable times more energy than a nuclear explosion
does. Obviously, living bodies, being composed of countless protoplasmic cells, possess huge proportions of energy -- something
which is beyond ordinary comprehension.
Billions of microvita produce a single carbon atom. That is why it cannot be said that everything comes from carbon atoms. Rather,
the carbon atoms come from microvita. Not only carbon atoms, but all other kinds of atoms are the creation of microvita. Naturally,
chemistry, biochemistry and all other associated branches of science will undergo a revolutionary change. A day is sure to come
when an omega of mathematics will coincide with an omega of biochemistry. All formulae and theories followed up till now will
have to be reformulated, redefined and reclassified.
Since an atom does not come within the range of an ordinary microscope or an ordinary telescope, how can microvita -- which are
innumerable-times more subtle and smaller than atoms -- come within the scope of an ordinary microscope, an ordinary telescope,
or ordinary perception in the psychic sphere, or also of inferences?
Each structure of carbonic origin in this universe, whether animate or inanimate, has a mind. That is, a mind is associated with
every structure either in manifested form or in dormant form. Where the mind is not expressed there is no endoplasmic coverage,
and where the mind is expressed, endoplasmic coverage shall be there. Wherever there is mind, it must require pabula of both
carbonic and non-carbonic nature. When psychic pabulum is of carbonic nature psychic movement is towards the crude, and if
psychic pabulum is of non-carbonic nature, psychic movement is towards subtlety. Non-carbonic,psychic pabulum helps in spiritual
and supra-psychic motivation. A genuine spiritual aspirant must be very careful in selecting his or her food. Pabula of carbonic
nature help in maintaining and nourishing the physical structure, and pabula of non-carbonic nature help in strengthening the psycchic structure. An intake of more and more defective carbonic pabula adversely affects the psychic triangle of forces, and thus
hinders one's psycho-spiritual progress. A stage may come when the physical structure becomes almost mindless. The mythological fable of Ahalya' (who was turned into stone for a sin she committed in the epic Ra'ma'yana) may be cited as a case in point.
When people get detached from non-carbonic pabula and become increasingly engrossed in carbonic pabula, there are two illeffects as a consequence. First, the arena of one's own carbonic pabula will increase and the mind will gradually and steadily drift
towards crude matter. Secondly, one's mind will think in terms of devouring other's carbonic pabula. This is the psychological explanation of imperialism. That is, imperialism has its origin in the psyche and functions in the psychic arena. When expressed externally it takes various forms, such as capitalism, state capitalism, communism, nationalism, communalism, parochialism, provincialism, socialism, caste-imperialism, male chauvinism, lingualism, (Once I went to a big village where the people's language was
Bengali, but even in the primary school Hindi was taught there substituting the mother-language. It is a glaring example of lingual
imperialism.) etc., which are all the same psychic ailments in various forms and figures.
Goaded by this psychic ailment, a superpower forces its own selfish national interests on other weaker states to establish its suzerainty politically, militarily, etc. An imperialist power wants to dominate and exploit other socio-politico-economic units as an expansion, perpetration and consolidation of its vested interests; a powerful linguistic group suppresses other minority linguistic groups;
the so-called upper castes subjugate the so-called lower castes in society and suck their vital juice under so many pleas and disguises; and opportunistic males curtail the rights of women in various ways. In all these cases, the same inherent psychological
malady of imperialism prevails.
Imperialism is anti-human. It runs counter to the spirit of Neo- humanism and the ethics of human life. It is detrimental to
prama' sam'vrddhi, prama' rddhi and prama' siddhi in human society. In a word, it thwarts human progress and creates global wars
and all sorts of divisive and destructive forces in society.
Imperialism is a negative force, a destructive phenomenon, which generates exploitative and unjust conditions in individual and
collective life. Such a poisonous radiation of black force attracts negative forces like negative microvita. Those negative microvita
intensify and escalate the demonic activities of imperialism in all aspects of human society -- art, literature, education, trade, commerce, industry, agriculture, morality and social relations. They cultivate a psychology based on slavery, inferiority complex,
pseudo-culture and psycho-economic exploitation, and in certain cases are the cause of nihilism and cynicism.
In order to wipe out imperialism, which is rooted deep in the human psyche Neo-ethics based on the following points is indispensable:
1) The Macrocosmic Entity must be accepted as the supreme desideratum in human life.
2) There should be happy adjustment and balanced blending between carbonic and non-carbonic pabula.
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Positive Microvita in the Forests of Ananda Vrati…..Ac. Vimaleshananda Avt.
Are there positive Microvita in a master
unit ? For sure!
It all started one morning in Ananda
Vrati Master Unit.
“I should carve some stones with Shrii
Sarkar’s quotations and put them at the
feet of the trees!”
What a crazy idea, still … why not?
I asked a Master Unit resident how to
find carving tools and he suggested to
look for one tool shop in Scranton, PA. I
phoned and they didn’t have the right
tools. I had my first set back … still I
trusted the positive Microvita and that
there should be some alternative ways
to get the stones carved. I started to call
mortuaries and one of them agreed to
help me out. I collected few stones from
the ground and I took off. I had all my
luggage with me and along the way after
a couple of phone calls I decided to
travel to Washington DC. There in Home
Depot I found the tools I was looking for
and I started the work with the stones.
Dada Vimalananda gave me a couple of
short Baba’s quotes and in few minutes
the stones were vibrating with Shrii
Sarkar’s words. It was encouraging. I
showed the opera prima in New York
Sectorial office and more appreciation
came. I was now ready to start the project as soon as I was back in Ananda
Vrati.
Once there I went into the woods and I
placed the first stones with quotes. More
ideas started to flow … let us give a
name to the forest … let us call it Spirit
Forest.
One of the little secrets of Ananda Vrati
is that there is a wonderful collection of
books on different types of subjects related to education, outdoor, adventure,
sports, games etc.
I got attracted by one which is named ...
the Virtue Project. By chance I found
some cards related to the books. There
where 52 virtues for 52 cards with name
and description. I started to play with
them. There was one with the name …
steadfastness. Actually I didn’t know
what it means so I read the explanation.
Interesting enough I found myself completely lacking of that virtue ... ok, I will
complete this project no matter what,
this is the meaning of steadfastness.
The second forest came to live and it
was called … the Virtue Forest.

Early morning I decided to start the operation. I moved the garden tables to accommodate the tools, placed the cordless
phone, gathered the computer to listen to
the Prabhat Samgiita songs, displayed the
cards and then ... the hardest job … collect 52 smooth stones. Actually in Ananda
Vrati there are plenty stones of a quality
called blue stone that is the material used
for landscaping and external pavements.
All around the area it is possible to see
beautiful dry stone walls made with this
special type of stone. Still 52 good
stones… find them, carry them… it took
me a while and some sweat.
I started to carve the virtues, first the short
ones … love, tact, mercy, trust, unity, etc.
By midday I was completely exhausted
but 21 virtues had been already produced,
at least on stone.
One forest, two forests, but what about the
main forest, the one we used for the obstacle course? Let us call it the Cakra
Forest. I went there and … unbelievable;
there was a series of big tall trees all in
one line. These are the cakras! I can set
the stones around the biggest ones with
all the names of the propensities. I really
got excited and doubled my efforts. Let
Ananda Vrati be a place where everybody
can meditate on our ideology just by walking in the forest. Besides that we will have
to take care of it and maintain it clean.
Who could think that stones may have so
much value?
One forest, two forests, three forests ...
but what about the 15 shiilas? Is there a
forest available for them? Of course there
is, and the first carved stones are already
in place. Now there is still some difficult for
the longest shiilas … I don’t want to write
a poem on a stone. Some adjustment will
be there and some shiilas will be reduced
to one or two meaningful words. Well, it is
time to sleep. I think it is enough work for
today. Ananda Vrati has now more meaning and its Microvita are still there waiting
to be useful to those spiritually inclined
minds who wish to come and spend some
time in its surroundings.
The latest forest that has been named,
has been the Microvita Forest. It is where
there is the greatest amount of water and
the vegetation is lush and musky covered.
Also the two apple trees in front of the
house have received the name of Yama
and Niyama. Ten stones have been
placed around them with the names in

Samskrta. The beautiful trees nearby
has been named Dharma, Bhakti,
Karma and Tantra. I just collected few
good stones for the Spirit Forest where
there is still scope to add some quotation of Shrii Sarkar. A big stone has
been placed at the entrance of the Master Unit with its name “Ananda Vrati” and
the date of its establishment 1990.
There is a small cemetery in Ananda
Vrati that very few people know about it.
I cleared the path and I put a stone as
“Deer Path” as the deer like to walk on
that trail up to the next property. I don’t
know if this is the effect of the positive
Microvita but I feel love for this place
and any small natural event become a
wonder inside me. I saw the groundhogs
eating on the lawn and I heard so many
terrible stories about them. How they
destroy the garden and eat all the vegetables … when I saw them I could feel

only the innocence of those furry little
creatures. May they live unhurt on this
land! There are several wild animals that
seem to like the Master Unit: deer of
course but also rabbits, mice, and even
a small red lizard. There is a fee-bee
bird which did the nest under the deck at
the entrance of the main building. Every
time that I go out, she leave the nest
and fly on the branch of the “Dharma”
tree. She complains a little bit and when
I go inside she is back in her nest. I consider them as residents of Ananda Vrati.
(...Page 6)
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Neo-Ethics of Multilateral Salvation… P. R. Sarkar
This is the Neo-ethics of the present age; a panacea for the present imperialistic social ills and a mesh of psychic disorders. The
application of Neo-ethics will lead to multilateral salvation of human society by removing economic exploitation, political suppression, religious indoctrination, cultural imposition and social subordination.
The Role of Guru
I have already said that if there is a happy adjustment and balanced blending between carbonic and non-carbonic pabula in the
human mind and corpora, there will be no imperialism at all. Rather, heaven will descend on the dusty earth.
While following the path of Neo-ethics, human beings will attain enormous progress in the spiritual sphere with greater speed.
With the help of non-carbonic pabula they will sharpen their psychic penetration within inter- and intraatomic and molecular space.
With the help of microvita they will be able to powder down their ectoplasms and transform them into cognitive faculto-factors.
The majority of people today do not know the technique of using microvita. The Universal Entity, sitting in one place, has been
using microvita to accelerate the spiritual growth of individuals in different celestial bodies in different ways. Only that Supreme
Entity who is conversant with these techniques and can teach them to individual spiritual aspirants is the Supreme Guru. He
keeps all within His contact, and with the help of microvita, elevates all spiritually.
Living beings, through their own individual efforts, can achieve only a little progress in the carbonic world, but in the non-carbonic
world only the grace of the Supreme Guru can lead them towards the supreme goal.
Hence, it has been rightly said, “Gurukrpa ' hi Kevalam” . "The Guru's grace is everything."
This alone is the supreme truth. This is the be-all and end-all of life.
26 March 1987, Calcutta
Mv. FOREST….(from Page 5)
I remember when I visited a hermit
couple. It was in the deepest forest
and when I reached there the small
flowers on the lawn were waving
gently as a welcome. Again the same
when I was leaving … just a case?
The hermit told me that it was not for
chance, it was their way to greet me.

Microvita Research Institute & Ananda Marga Gurukula
AMPS

A.M.
Gurukula

Microvita
Sub-Committee

May the Positive Microvita greet you
when you next visit Ananda Vrati.

Faculty of
Mv. Studies
Photo Ac. Vimaleshananda Avt.

Microvita Research
Institute

Physics, Chemistry, Biology etc.

Faculty of
Mv. Studies

Research Projects

Microvita Research
Institute

Gurukula Campus

Science Centre at
Ananda Nagar
(SCAN)
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Response Awaited… (MRI?)
Dear All, Namaskar
I got a question on the term sidereal year which is mentioned in one of Bábás discourses (14th April 1988, Calcutta)
Herein he states: "So that human beings absorb only their beneficial effects and advance by avoiding their negative effects, they must be aware of and understand their cyclic order. This cyclic order is known as "sidereal year" [...] Human
beings must always try and adjust their own microcosm with the Macrocosmic blendings."
Is this related to astrology? Does this mean that it is different for every individual or does it go with the collective flow?
How can you find out what the constellation is and how can u deal best with it?
Looking forward to hear from you.
His,
Ashok (Alexander Kopetzky), ashok@gurukul.edu
==============================
NB: Topic to be covered in the upcoming workshops in Denmark Dec. 28-30, 2006...MRI.
Science and Consciousness … (from page 3)
Other presenters in the conference included Cleve Backster, a polygraph expert, who found that plants reacted measurably to
people’s intentions and emotions. Once the plant had several interactions with the person, these reactions were evinced even
when the plant was miles away from the emotional person. Yogurt containing live bacteria had similar responses on galvanic skin
response and other measurements. Featured in “The Secret Life of Plants,” he has published his own book called “Primary Perception – Bio-communication with Plants, Living Foods and Humans Cells.” http://www.primaryperception.com/
In the field of negative Microvita, Dr. David Ray Griffin presented evidence for demonic consciousness as an emergent reality. He
proposed the theory that the 9/11 attacks were a deliberate, “false-flag” maneuver on the part of our Administration. This would
provide popular support for a military-industrial buildup, leading to U.S. hegemony in a world economy, which would be attractive
to many of our political leaders who live off oil profits. Dr. Konstantin Korotkov from Russia developed a device to measure electrically stimulated photonic emissions from people’s fingers or drops of water. Experiments on humans showed early detection of
disease, and post-mortem experiments showed dramatic differences between people who had died a natural death and those who
had died an emotionally traumatic death. He was also able to demonstrate differences in emissions from ordinary city water and
pure mountaintop rainwater. His measuring device is now in common use in Russia. He may be contacted at www.korotkov.org.
Many other presenters described scientific bases and measurable effects of various phenomena, including crop circles, remote
viewing, and clairvoyance. Most had interesting stories about their efforts in gaining acceptance by the traditional scientific community for the evidence that they had gathered.
All in all, it was a most unusual and exciting conference.
Best wishes,
Pashupati (Steve Landau MD)
Pashupati@anandamargaraleigh.org

Interesting topic for further reading :
EVENTS :

•

Understanding Microvita
Venue: Singapore Regional Retreat, December 15-19, ‘06

•

Face to Face with Mv. of
all Kinds — Part II
Venue : Denmark,
Arrival: Dec.27 –30, ‘06

•

International Microvita
Research Conference
Venue: Denmark
Date: Mid May 2007.

http://www.wnrf.org/cms/microvita_body.shtml#_edn14

The Making of A Microvita Scientist :
“I think, by dint of our spiritual sa'dhana', rather our physicopsycho-spiritual sa'dhana', out minds will develop in all strata,
and the power of conception, the power of conceiving, will also
develop, and with that developed conceiving power, we will
know all the secrets of these Microvita.”
— Shrii P.R. Sarkar, December 31, 1986, Kolkata (India)

Vision :
•

Create ‘momentum’ for Mv research

•

Identification and initiation of Mv research areas

•

Foster research and publication of papers

•

Establishment of core group of Mv researchers to
coordinate communication within marga community
i.e. internal and external

•

Attracting the public to Mv research e.g. via RU
magazine

•

MRI web-page to support exposure of Mv research,
its associated Institute and Gurukula to public via
web-page that includes a Mv discussion forum

•

Presentation of Mv concept in 2006 at international
conference e.g. Conference on Science & Consciousness or ISSSEEM (subtle energy research
with focus on healing)

•

Prospect for 1st International Mv meeting in 2007 to
report on study and results on Mv research. Location: possibly in Europe, meeting taken under consideration

•

Training Gurukula students in Mv concepts

•

Production of Gurukula teaching materials

M R I

Microvita Research
c/o Ac. Vimalananda Avadhuta
6810 Tilden Lane ,
Rockville, MD 20852, USA
Phone: +1 718 4083854
Email: mri@microvita.org

www.microvita.org
Research, Study, Publicize and Apply the
Knowledge of Microvita (Mv.) Science for Service and Beatitude.
MRI invites standard logo designs to be
used
by all its
branches globally.
Suggestions and samples are all welcome !

Announcements

MICROVITA STUDY & RESEARCH WORKSHOP

Face to Face with Microvita of All Kinds (PART II)
DECEMBER 28-30, 2006
Ananda Gaorii Master Unit

Denmark

Microvita Research Institute
Science for Service & Beatitude
further details will be posted in the near future
or email to register your interest and request further information:
mri@microvita.org
manohar_berlin@hotmail.com

If Interested in holding
Microvita Studies &
Research Workshops,
Just write to:
mri@microvita.org

If you want to know
the different subtler
stages of matter, concentrate your mind
thr ough
japa,
dha'rana' & dhya'na.
If you want to know
and use the cruder
portion of
Microvita, translate this
psychic research into
action; that is, translate your
psychic

